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Hello! 
Can you find me 
in the magazine?

BAMBI is a project of the Childbirth & Breastfeeding 
Foundation of Thailand (CBFT).

mission Statement
The CBFT is a non-profit networking and resource center 
dedicated to ensuring the best possible start in life for 
our babies.
We believe that this can best be achieved through:

n Encouraging the appropriate use of technology and 
medication for all births.

n Promoting breastfeeding for every mother and baby 
in the community.

n Providing information and training to health 
professionals involved in maternity care.

n Supporting parents through the pregnancy, birth 
 and postnatal period.

for more information on cBft, contact:
English speaking, Tel 05-310-4573; 
tanitmel@btinternet.com
Thai speaking, Mobile: 081-776-9391; 
info@cbfthai.org or
sobsamai@yahoo.com. Or
visit: www.cbfthai.org and www.facebook.com/pages/
ChildbirthBreastfeeding-Foundation-of-Thailand

follow BamBi on 
facebook:
facebook.com/BAMBIBangkok

We are a group offering support and 
companionship to each other through 

the early years of parenting.
 

We offer prenatal and postnatal 
support, regular playgroups, 

fundraising for charities and more. if 
you wish to join, come to our new 

members’ coffee morning or any other 
regular BamBi activity. to volunteer 

or serve on the committee, email 
vicechairwoman@bambiweb.org or visit 

bambiweb.org.

Welcome to BAMBI

“Support and 
friendship through 

the common bond of 
parenthood”
Mel Habanananda
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W
ExECUTIVE BOARD LETTER

We are officially halfway through 2022 and time seems to be flying. Do you 
remember those goals you set last year or the New Year’s resolutions you 
were determined to keep all year long? Now is a great time to reflect on the 
past six months and see where you have succeeded and where you have to 
work a little harder.

As a mother, I always remind my kids that having siblings is a precious thing, 
and teach them that love isn’t material things, but how a person shows up for 
you. To me, and what I want them to know, is that a 'hero' is someone who 
shows up. My older one is an inspiration to my younger one and even though 
they have disagreements, they are always there for each other.

In April, sadly we decided to say goodbye to the Monday Novotel playgroup 
and Dance and Nature activities for older kids due to low attendance. It was a 
hard decision to make because we have had a long history with their venues 
and teachers. However, in May we opened Montessori and Saturday Yenakart 
playgroups which have been very popular. 

I hope you have a great summer, whether you are traveling or staying in 
Thailand. Keep an eye out on our website calendar as many of our BAMBI 
volunteers are also taking a break so our schedule will be reduced from mid 
June to August. If you have some free time and passion to spare, we are 
always looking for more volunteers to manage the BAMBI community. Please 
reach out to us if you are interested. 

Chiaki 
BAMBI Executive Board

Dear members, 

Chiaki Takegawa

OUR COVER KiD
HARVEY

COVER PHOTO BY: KC Photography

NAME
Harvey

WHERE ARE YOU FROM?
Sydney, Australia

HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN THAILAND?
19 months... my whole life

FAVOURITE PLACE TO GO AS A FAMILY:
Our top picks would have to be all the beautiful parks, Sweet 
Poppy, Playville and Sea Life.

WHAT’S ON YOUR THAI BUCKET LIST?
The Golden Triangle & Chiang Mai

WHAT DOES BAMBI MEAN TO YOU?
BAMBI means going to pretty cool playgroups and activities 
where I can meet new people. 
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EDITOR'S CORNER

Picture this: It’s well past midnight 
and a tired mother is pacing across 
an airport cafe, trying to soothe her 
sick baby who’s crying uncontrolla-
bly. They’ve just gotten off a long-
haul flight and are waiting to board 
another one. Suddenly, her daughter 
throws up all over her and the cafe 
floor. Shocked and embarrassed, she 
looks around frantically, in search of 
napkins. She's aware of the stares 
thrown her way–since she walked 
into the cafe with a crying baby– and 
now she’s also aware of the waitress’s 
glare. No one comes forward to help. 
In barely a whisper, she asks for some 
napkins, and the waitress rudely slaps 
some down on the counter. She 
cleans up as much as she can, and 
quickly gathers up her belongings to 
head to the bathroom, tears stinging 
her eyes. At the bathroom entrance 
she almost bumps into a lady walking 
out. As she lays the baby down on the 
changing station, she barely notices 
the woman coming back. The woman 
seems to be saying something, so the 
mom looks up.  

“Are you okay?” the woman asks.

Struggling to smile politely, the mom 
nods and mumbles, “Yes, I’m fine. 
Thanks.” and goes back to changing 
her baby. 

The woman is persistent. “Are you 
sure? How can I help? Can I wash her 
clothes while you clean yourself up?”

The mother is stunned. That simple 
gesture is a complete contrast to 
what she’d experienced in the cafe. 
Because of that simple kind gesture, 
a weight is lifted off of her shoulders. 
She finds that she can stand a little 
taller and breathe more easily, due to 
this stranger’s kindness. 

Readers, the mother in this story is 
none other than yours truly. To me, 

Dear readers, 

Sanam Raisa Rahman

the stranger in the bathroom is the 
epitome of a ‘hero’– someone who 
can empathize with others and stands 
ready to lessen their burden in any 
way possible, whether it's by provid-
ing physical assistance, emotional 
support or both. 

This month, our theme is ‘heroes’, 
and I would like to dedicate this is-
sue to my airport angel and the 
countless other such people who, 
through their helpful actions and 
words, continue to restore our faith 
in humanity everyday. In her article, 
‘Everyday Heroes’, deputy editor 
Rachel turns the spotlight on them, 
and talks to a fellow mom about the 
heroes who have shown up for her in 
her journey as a parent. Rachel also 
highlights the invaluable role teach-
ers play in our lives in ‘Love to Our 
Learning Leaders’, and how in nur-
turing minds and caring for them, 
they prove their heroism day in and 
out. We also ask some ‘heroes-in-
training’ to share their views on what 
being a hero means to them. Read 
what they have to say in ‘Calling All 
Superheroes!’.

And speaking of our heroes-in-train-
ing, as the school year comes to an 
end, why not keep their growing 
minds engaged by trying out some 
new hobbies together? This could 
be pilates, art or photography. Read 
the following articles to learn more 
about these hobbies: ‘Pumped for 
Pilates’ by physiotherapist Emma, 
to understand how specific move-
ments and breathing techniques 
can do wonders for your wellbeing, 
‘Art in the Early Years Classroom’ by 
school teacher Michaela, to learn 
how beneficial art projects can be 
for children, and ‘Camera Lens: 
The ‘Nifty Fifty’’ by photographer 
Ian, which explains the importance 
of having a specific lens to capture 
pictures of your kids. 

Other articles in this issue include 
‘How Blindness Helps Us See’ by 
photo editor Jess, about her son Har-
vey’s journey with the genetic disor-
der Leber's Congenital Amaurosis, 
and ‘How did the Human Race Ever 
Survive’ by breastfeeding special-
ist Annie, who talks about the social 
backdrop against which mothers are 
breastfeeding nowadays, and how 
awareness of it can help them make 
better breastfeeding choices. 

I would like to end my letter with a 
big thank you to everyone who’s 
made this issue possible–the authors, 
our publisher and my team members 
who’ve been working around the 
clock to meet all deadlines. We also 
bid farewell to our previous deputy 
editor and long-time BAMBI volun-
teer Liz, who’s hard work and dedica-
tion has always been an inspiration to 
us all at BAMBI. We’ll miss you, Liz, 
and wish you all the very best in your 
new adventures!

So readers, I hope you enjoy this is-
sue and have a restful, fun filled holi-
day period! Stay well, stay safe, and 
see you in September!

Sanam
BAMBI Editor 
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Aaron Aziz-Saltnes
Alicia Phattarateera
Anna Sasaki
Athipat Amphansup
Athiwat Amphansup
Aurora Gomez Enriquez
Aurora Liv Timm
Avishka Agrawal
Ayaan Bansal
Azrael Olivares
Ben Chorev
Benjamin Alamsyah

Caitlin Kleber
Charlotte Nanthiphiphat
Dan Matsuno
Duke Brookes
Eric Millar
Evie Brookes
Ferno Pires
Hannah Taniguchi
Iris
Ivy
Janice Teoh
Jasper Fu

Jin
Kenta Miyazaki
Leo Malone
Lily Murakami
Logan Cheng
Maria Halat
Mateo Ruiz-Canela Ren
Neil Pretorius
Plernprin Mongkolnavin
Punyapat Suphanvibool
Raif Gee
Ratchanon Subpaiboon

JuLy/august BirtHdays 
Renka Yamada
Rudolf van der Westhuizen
Ryohei Oguchi
Samaya Farid
Seio Nagano
Sofia Barbara
Yahli Biton
Yelina Sharma

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
FROM BAMBI!

Achjima Tankul
Akanksha Rastogi
Aki Kawaguchi
Ananya Janplook
Andrea Collins
Anong Anantasomboon
Apinya Rungpitakmana
Asha Cherian
Azusa Kubota
Ben Thompson
Briony Bower
Chingcharn Kaveevuth
Christine Yap
Emma Dunn
Fasya Zainal
Fatima Qureshi
Francesca Massey
Gemma Parkinson
Gig White
Ha Dang Nguyen
Henshel Sheray Alcantara
Jarasphat Ratanasriwong
Jennifer Brown
Jurairat Paparsiriwart
Jutamanas Sutatam
Kamolchanok Leerungruang

Kaoru Kawamoto
Kate Brock
Kathleen Adair
Kawintida Mitaree
Lakkana Jansriphibul
Laura Stone
Louise Whiting
Makiko Takayama
Malkunsam Lee
Manami Inagaki
Maria Ignatova
Maylapat Wattanakultaveerat
Mayu Konaka
Mayumi Sugino
Nalinpas Wimonrangkharat
Nantanee Ratchtawongpipat
Napatorn Termglinchan
Narita Navapongsireetorn
Natsuki Koiwa
Nattanich Khantiviriya
Nattasasi Florentino
Ni-on Tayrattanachai
Nozomi Shimizu
Nuchanart Lertrattananon
Pakaporn Wuttikamonchai
Palinee Rattanasirivilai

Patcharaporn Patsornparkphum
Patsuda Jirapat
Pattranit Verbal
Piraya Sirikunakorn
Pitchapon Kasemsuk
Pornpimol Kittikunaporn
Pornpimon Kulchotirat
Pradondech Lersmanokul
Pratana Sangchat
Putsayaphorn Wattanaveerachai
Saki Matsuyama
Samar Zaveri
Shizu Miyashita
Silvia Mendoza
Siree Wongchinsri
Soohyun Jeong
Soracha Dechaumphai
Sutthitra Chantasut
Trang Tran
Vachraras Pasuksuwan
Wilawan Banluesak
xueling xu
Yanat Yangprakobkit
Yui Ido
Yuka Yamamoto
Yumi Shimada

Welcome, NeW members!
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BAMBI is run by a group of lovely volunteers. Want to have fun, work together with other great parents, brush up on 
your professional skills, and do something for the BAMBI community? This is your chance. As many of our current com-
mittee members are moving on from Bangkok, BAMBI has a number of critical roles to fill to ensure ongoing service 
to members. BAMBI is great fun and a welcoming community of like-minded parents trying to support and improve 
the parenting experience for all families in Bangkok. If you have some time and passion to spare, come and join us. 
To apply or if you have any questions about these volunteer opportunities, please email vicechairwoman@bambiweb.
org, detailing which position(s) you are interested in.

We have a number of exciting opportunities currently available:

  CHAIRWOMAN

The chair is our CEO, our liaison with CBFT and other 
volunteer groups in Bangkok, and acts as BAMBI’s official 
representative in the wider community. 

Responsibilities & Duties
• coordinates the work of the committee and chairs the 

monthly committee meetings
• prepares the annual report for the AGM and the CBFT 

together with the treasurer, and sets the budget for 
each area of BAMBI 

• is responsible for recruiting new volunteers and is the 
first contact for new people interested in volunteering 

• writes a bi-monthly column for the magazine 
• ensures compliance with accounting/bookkeeping

  BENEFITS

The benefits volunteer works with organizations within 
Bangkok to gather special discounts for BAMBI members 
and volunteers.

Responsibilities & Duties
• keeps current benefits list up to date by checking in 

with businesses and ensuring our discounts are still 
valid 

• reaches out to local organizations and asks if they 
would like to add their business to our list of benefits 

• works within deadlines to ensure magazine listing is up 
to date 

• liases with schools and non-BAMBI playgroups to up-
date current listings and look for new opportunities

Ca
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 ASSISTANT EDITORS—BAMBI MAGAZINE

Our assistant editors work remotely to revise articles fol-
lowing editorial guidelines to ensure that the magazine is 
free of inconsistencies and errors.

Responsibilities & Duties
• completes copyediting and proofreading tasks, and 

occasional writing tasks
• attends occasional team meetings 
• must possess a great level of English, an eye for detail, 

and the ability to work to deadlines

 EVENTS COORDINATOR 

The events coordinator attends monthly committee meet-
ings as a voting member and organizes and coordinates 
BAMBI's parties and events. 

Responsibilities & Duties 
• coordinates the planning and delivery of BAMBI’s 

large events such as our splash party and Halloween 
party. This includes sponsor solicitation, setting-up 
and tidying up before and after the events, organizing 
volunteers to help during the event, and organizing 
kids activities and food vendors.

• organizes internal team events

FREE PlAYGROuPS

ENHANCE YOuR SkIllS

ExPAND YOuR NETWORk

 CHARITIES COORDINATOR 

The charities coordinator attends monthly committee 
meetings as a voting member and identifies and evalu-
ates potential charities to be recipients of BAMBI spon-
sorships according to BAMBI guidelines.

Responsibilities & Duties  
• works with the events team to hold BAMBI fundraising 

activities and initiatives 
• arranges the collection and distribution of monetary 

and material donations to BAMBI charities

 PlAYGROuP lEADERS 

The BAMBI playgroup leader runs a weekly ‘free-play’ 
playgroup. Positions are available at various locations 
throughout Bangkok, Sukhumvit, Sathorn, and Silom.

Responsibilities & Duties
• attends and manages the playgroup: collects entrance 

donations, welcomes new and current members
• takes photos of the playgroup for BAMBI Magazine 
• can voluntarily introduce circle time or short activities 

to their playgroup at their own discretion
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FEATURE

EVERYDAY HEROES

By Rachel Ofo

in a society obsessed with fictional superheroes, it may seem impossible to live up 
to those standards. However, looking at life’s common problems and what it means 
to be a hero, we see just how real and common heroes actually are.

Imagine rushing to the grocery store. You’ve forgotten 
one item and ordering a Grab would cost more than the 
item itself. So, you walk. Taking in the surroundings, you 
notice a small spider web hanging from a tree. You let 
your mind wander. Little spiders swinging from branch 
to branch. Or even better, Spiderman himself swinging 
across, saving lives, but leaving an absolute mess behind 
after another battle with the Green Goblin. Who will clean 
that up? One must admit, superheroes, although help-
ful, can sully just as much as they can save. Fortunately, 
we don’t have to experience the woes of those in cities 
like Gotham. No, our lives aren’t filled with super strong 
humans who are constantly crashing into buildings, but 
we still have our own set of problems and every now and 
then, we need a bit of saving. With as many issues that 
arise, there are those here to answer our calls for help.

From teachers explaining an assignment your child pre-
tended to forget, to doulas advocating for you every step 
of your pregnancy journey, life issues are resolved. On the 
other side of things, where struggles are specific to Thai-
land, you have food delivery workers dashing through 
flooded roads to get your order to you in a timely manner. 
There are condo security guards eager to translate when 
said order takes a wrong turn. Yes, these are the true ev-
eryday heroes. Our everyday heroes don’t have the su-
perhero strength to physically hold us up, but can provide 
the emotional support needed for raising our families in 
a country far away from home. No abilities to read minds, 
but capable of reading signs in Thai. Our lives are a little 
easier with them by our side. Now let’s hear from Liz, a 
fellow Bangkok mom, on how she’s received help while 
living in Thailand.

Who is a hero you call on regularly? For what?
I have to cheat a little here and talk about heroes, plural! 
Without a doubt, the heroes I call on for help the most 
are the incredible women who make up my mom tribe. 
Whether it’s to vent about a bad day with my kids, to ask 
for advice on how to manage a challenge I’m dealing 
with, or to freak out about getting a sore throat—they are 
always there, and they always answer. 

When was a time you were struggling, and someone 
unexpectedly came to your rescue? How did you feel 
afterwards?
On many occasions, especially in my initial years in 

Bangkok, I’ve had people see me struggling to get across 
a busy road with my baby in the stroller or carrier. Trying 
to cross three lanes of traffic can be pretty daunting! It’s 
meant a lot to have people notice and help me to cross 
safely by signaling the traffic to stop. And it’s not just 
fellow pedestrians—a couple of times I’ve had a motosai 
driver slow down and signal the other riders behind to 
stop, too. Each and every time I’ve experienced this and 
other situations where strangers have helped me out, it’s 
warmed my heart.

What trait do you think is most important to have to 
be a hero? Why?
It has to be empathy. Being willing and able to see a situ-
ation from someone else’s perspective can make all the 
difference to that person. Knowing that someone ‘gets it’ 
can lighten your load immensely. 

Rachel moved from the US to Bangkok 
in 2016. She has a daughter, whom she 
loves dragging around the city on various 
adventures. In her free time, she enjoys 
reading, watching movies and trying new restau-
rants. She also enjoys being out in nature with her 
daughter. She joined BAMBI as an assistant editor 
and looks forward to this opportunity.

About the Author

Photo from Canva

Photo from Canva
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Who is your favorite teacher of all 
time? Most of us can think of one or 
two teachers who—no matter how 
many years have passed—still hold a 
special place in our minds and hearts. 
Whether it’s because of the way they 
taught us, or how comfortable they 
made us feel, our connection to those 
educators remains. While these con-
nections were initially built to simply 
share information, they now go much 
deeper.

Our brains are constantly taking in 
information; we’re learning non-stop. 
It could be figuring out how to order 
your favorite meal in Thai, or how to 
work your new washing machine—
there are specific details we need to 
understand to be successful in what 
we’re doing. However, sometimes 
learning isn’t as simple as picking up 
a manual or typing something into 
Google. Often, learning is most ef-
fective when the lesson is personal-
ized for us, with the help of someone 
who can read our confused faces and 
adjust appropriately. We need some-
one who is trained in understanding 
that different people receive and 
process information in different ways. 
Most of the time, we need the help of 
a teacher.

From nursery to university and be-
yond, the need for teachers is clear. 
Teachers show up day in and day out 
to provide us with knowledge we 
wouldn’t otherwise understand. And 
what’s more noteworthy about what 
they do is that it doesn’t just begin 
when students arrive and end when 
they leave. The incredible number 
of hours they put in before and after 
teaching sessions is akin to another 
full day’s shift. Their work is never-
ending, but their passion to teach 
and nurture minds fuels their drive to 
help all those who reach out to them. 
At the heart of it, they work incred-
ibly hard to inspire us and broaden 
our minds. The effort put in is similar 
for all teachers, regardless of the age 
of their learners or where the lesson 
takes place. 

Thailand offers a variety of learning 
opportunities and environments for 
people of all ages, and with that, a 
broad range of teachers who cater to 
different needs and learning styles. 
Children can attend a range of gov-
ernment or international schools as 
well as language centers for after-
school sessions. We also can’t forget 
homeschooling and private tutors, 
who provide learning in the comfort 
of a home. One thing that is constant, 
regardless of where learning takes 
place, is that learners need the sup-
port of someone who teaches to help 
them feel successful in every aspect 
of  life.

There are teachers whose work may 
sometimes go unnoticed. From swim-
ming instructors, to Muay Thai train-
ers, to music teachers—they remain 
ever-present, ready to guide and an-
swer whatever questions may arise 
without judgment. Informal teachers 

are also important, like a Thai friend 
who patiently explains local language 
and customs to help you better navi-
gate life in the country. The help they 
provide goes beyond teaching us a 
single skill in that single moment of 
learning.

What teachers do isn’t limited to 
ABCs. They watch tears of frustration 
and joy, and welcome the vulnerabil-
ity that comes with learning some-
thing new. They provide opportuni-
ties to build life skills, create a safe 
place to seek comfort, and even pro-
vide a compass to guide us through 
this big, confusing world, whether 
we are lost or just need help staying 
on track. Everything we learn from 
teachers and experience in life helps 
shape who we are, which inevitably 
shapes the world’s future. So let’s 
never forget to show our apprecia-
tion to those who have helped guide 
us. To the traditional teachers, to the 
nonconventional teachers, to the un-
intentional teachers—thank you. We 
truly value you. We hope you’ll take 
this summer holiday to enjoy the 
much-deserved break.

FEATURE

lOVE TO OuR 
lEARNING lEADERS

By Rachel Ofo

This month, our deputy editor, Rachel Ofo, explores the value of human connection 
and the care given to us by some of the real-life heroes among us—teachers.

Rachel moved from 
the US to Bangkok 
in 2016. She has a 
daughter, whom she 
loves dragging around the city 
on various adventures. In her free 
time, she enjoys reading, watch-
ing movies and trying new restau-
rants. She also enjoys being out 
in nature with her daughter. She 
joined BAMBI as an assistant edi-
tor and looks forward to this op-
portunity.

About the Author

Photo from Canva

Photo from Canva

Photo from Canva
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At KIS International School in Bangkok, Thailand all students can shine.  The midsize, caring community 
allows KIS students to be confident and to be appreciated as an individual, with unique dreams and strengths. 

The school is a full IB school, offering the International Baccalaureate Programmes for all age groups 
(IB Primary Years Programme, IB Middle Years Programme, IB Diploma Programme, and IB Career-related 
Programme), ensuring an academically rigorous curriculum that not only prepares students to be successful 
at university, but also teaches  important life skills.

+66 (0) 2274 3444    ı    admissions@kis.ac.th    ı    www.kis.ac.th

999/123-124 Pracha-Utit Road, Samsennok, Huay Kwang, Bangkok 10310, Thailand

Registration Fee 
for international passport holders*

*Limted time only
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FEATURE

CAllING All 
SuPERHEROES!

Heroes carry a lot of weight, and we’re not talking Thor’s hammer. We sent out our 
distress signal and gathered a few BAMBI heroes-in-training to share their favorites.

HERO-IN-TRAINING: DAVID, 7 YEARS OlD

What does the word “hero” mean to you? 
A person who likes to help others. A good person.

Who is a hero in your life? Why? 
My friend Pla-whan because he protects me from bullies.

Who is your favorite TV or comic book hero? 
Iron Golem from Minecraft.

Which superpower would you like to have for a day? 
Why? 
The ability to talk to insects because I love nature.

Share about a time when you helped someone. 
I stopped a nursery kid from crying by comforting her.

HERO-IN-TRAINING: JAYDEN, 4 YEARS OlD

What does the word “hero” mean to you? 
A hero is someone that has powers.

Who is a hero in your life? Why? 
Hulk. He's strong.

Who is your favorite TV or comic book hero? 
Red Panda.

Which superpower would you like to have for a day? 
Why? 
I want to be like The Hulk. Because he's so strong.

Share about a time when you helped someone. 
Yesterday, I helped some kids by getting their ball.

FEATURE
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HERO-IN-TRAINING: SIYANA, 3.5 YEARS OlD

What does the word “hero” mean to you?
A superhero who can fly.

Who is a hero in your life? Why?
My mama. Mama should get big wings.

Who is your favorite TV or comic book hero?
Elsa, because she saves her sister from naughty Prince 
Hans.

Which superpower would you like to have for a day? 
Why?
I want ‘frozen’ powers like Elsa.

Share about a time when you helped someone.
I helped my teacher paint in school.

HERO-IN-TRAINING: ZEESHAN, 6 YEARS OlD

What does the word “hero” mean to you?
Someone who saves me from danger.

Who is a hero in your life? Why?
I don’t know.

Who is your favorite TV or comic book hero?
Spider-Man.

Which superpower would you like to have for a day? 
Why?
I would like to have super hearing.

Share about a time when you helped someone.
I help my friends in school.

www.bambiweb.org • 17
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MONTESSORI PlAYGROuP
The month of May also saw the launch of our Montessori playgroup at Modern Montessori International  
Pre-School in Phra Khanong. Catering to children from one to three years old, your little ones can enjoy the 
natural-grass outdoor play area and an indoor playroom with various Montessori toys. This playgroup runs 
every Monday, 9:30–11:30am during school terms. Each week the school will organize one Montessori activity 
and end the session with circle time. 

18 • July - August 2022
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YENAkART PlAYGROuP
We are very happy to have launched a monthly weekend playgroup in the Sathorn area this May, at ACACIA 
Yenakart Campus. We had a great turnout, with lots of happy children enjoying various play areas. There was 
a shady outdoor playground, an indoor play space and a motricity gym area for some climbing and rolling fun. 
This playgroup will run every third Saturday of the month from 9:30-11:30am during school terms. Please check 
the BAMBI calendar on our website for the next event. Hope to see you there!

www.bambiweb.org • 20
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ASSISTANT
EDITORS

WE ARE LOOKING FOR 

Do you have an eye for detail and sound 
knowledge of English grammar? Are you 
passionate about reading something good
and making it even better? Interested in 
dabbling in occasional creative writing tasks?

Then look no further than BAMBI Magazine’s 
Assistant Editor position. We’re hiring! 

For more details, see page 46 and/or email 
editor@bambiweb.org.  

BAMBi
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FEATUREFUN CORNER
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BAMBi PLAYGROUPS & ACTiViTiES

PLAYGROUPS
BAMBI holds regular playgroups 
around town, open to both BAMBI 
members and non-members.
BAMBI playgroups are characterized 
by free play, and the use of venues’ 
toys and playgrounds. 

BAMBI Activities provide a wide range of activities for children ages 1 to 6 years old to 
develop their athletic, creative and cognitive skills.

ACTiViTiES

British Club 
Playgroup Honey Bear Playgroup

Montessori Playgroup

Football (3-5 years) Toddler Music (1-3 years) Toddler Tunes (1-3 years)

SCAN NOW TO READ MORE
To find out more about all of our Playgroups and Activities please scan the 
QR code to head to our website. We look forward to seeing you soon at 
one of our events. 

SCAN NOW TO READ MORE ABOUT NON-BAMBI PLAYGROUPS
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It’s the question I’m most often asked 
during a breastfeeding consult.

“How?” moms ask, as they frown 
over breastfeeding apps and adjust 
their Haakaa pump, “HOW did the 
human race ever survive?!”

I understand the question. But let’s 
try a different one:

Having thrived for millennia, why do 
so many women now fear they are 
not capable of feeding their babies?

Humanity has survived because 
we’re extraordinarily well designed 
to do so. Breastfeeding works: it’s 
what breasts were designed to do, 
and we’ve covered the planet be-
cause of it. Yet right now we live in a 
society where parents are pressured 
to breastfeed, but set up to fail.

As we mark Breastfeeding Aware-
ness Month, the thing I’d most like to 
raise awareness about is the context 
in which we are nursing. This matters 
to me because I become so sad when 
moms tell me they’ll “try to breast-
feed”, but have heard that it’s “really 
hard”, or unwittingly make decisions 
that play directly into the obstacles 
against them, or only see their strug-
gles instead of their incredible love 
and resilience.

Of course, millions of mothers breast-
feed happily, fully, nourishingly every 
day, with no problems at all. How-
ever, many experience challenges, 
especially in the beginning. These 
are very seldom due to anatomy or 
physiology, and innate challenges 
are rare. Instead, a tangle of struc-
tural and social obstacles create is-
sues that families should never have 
to face.

For many of us, breastfeeding is alien 
from anything we’ve ever done. Yet 
we hear that it’s the most natural 
thing in the world and we’re expect-
ed to simply be able to do it from 
the get-go. As with all new skills, 
there’s a learning curve as you find 
your feet. Breastfeeding takes perse-
verance. It’s messy, physical, repeti-
tive, unpredictable, and sometimes 
sore. It’s a healthcare measure like 
no other in that—time-intensive, day 
and night—it falls largely on women 
alone. Given our busy lives and social 
structures, it can take real ingenuity 
and sacrifice to do it. Yes, it is natural, 
but we are doing something natural 
in highly unnatural circumstances, 
and we need to acknowledge that 
so we can better support our breast-
feeding moms.

The institutions and instincts that fa-
cilitated breastfeeding throughout 

history have been suppressed by 
gadgets, Google, and self-doubt. 
Sleep-deprived and worried parents 
are turning to an industry that creat-
ed the self-doubt and sells solutions; 
an industry that created a belief that 
you can’t be trusted, but that their 
products can.

You try to give yourself the best start. 
Maybe you even birth in a hospital 
that implements the Baby-Friendly 
Hospital Initiative (BFHI). Not a 
‘breastfeeding friendly’ marketing 
claim, but the WHO/UNICEF gold-
standard accreditation with ten steps 
to ensure hospital practices enable 
breastfeeding(1). 

The ten steps include ensuring staff 
have knowledge and skills to support 
breastfeeding, facilitating immedi-
ate and uninterrupted skin-to-skin 
contact, supporting mothers to rec-
ognize their infant’s cues for feeding, 
and not promoting formula without a 
medical reason.

Sadly, despite the commitment of 
some of the fantastic individuals in 
them, not all hospitals have interna-
tional breastfeeding accreditation, 
meaning many women give birth in 
institutions which routinely practice 
birth interventions proven to hinder 
lactation.

FEATURE

HOW DID THE 
HuMAN RACE 
EVER SuRVIVE?

By Annie Seymour

Breastfeeding is supposedly the most natural thing in the world, but for so many 
moms it can be a difficult new skill that they are expected to learn with very little 
support. To mark Breastfeeding Awareness Month, certified breastfeeding specialist 
Annie Seymour looks at how we can ensure that breastfeeding is successful, despite 
all the odds. Photo from Canva
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companies with solutions to sell. 
People convincingly promote their 
one-size-fits-all method about what 
time you should feed your baby with 
absolutely no relevance to the two of 
you and your unique rhythms.

The web is a wonderful source of in-
formation, but it can be a tough vil-
lage for a new mom.

Without a tribe of breastfeeding 
women around you, you rely on your 
medical professionals. However, very 
few pediatricians have received  
in-depth lactation training. They 
may be an outstanding pediatric 
generalist but are very rarely also 
lactation specialists. And by the time 
you get to see the pediatrician, the 
support you need may exceed their 
scope.

So you look for that specialist. You 
find a practitioner who speaks your 
language, who will come to your 
home—hurrah! But your insurance 
won’t cover an independent practi-
tioner and you have no guarantee it 
will fix the issues, so paying out of 
pocket is a tough decision.

And then it’s time to go back to 
work. You fight to protect time and 
space to express, but pumping in a 
stationery cupboard suppresses your 

You look for inspiration from other 
societies with better rates of breast-
feeding to learn their tips(7), but 
breastfeeding is a complex social 
behavior and isolated practices can’t 
easily be transplanted from another 
context. Wearing your baby all day is 
much more feasible if those around 
you can take on the chores (and if 
people aren’t tutting—against all 
the evidence—that you’ll create bad 
habits)(8). You might rarely see other 
women breastfeed in public.

Indeed, perhaps you’ve never seen 
other women breastfeed at all. Per-
haps your family and friends didn’t 
breastfeed, so they can’t show you 
how. Or they had an unnecessarily 
difficult time, so they tell stories that 
worry you without any relevance to 
you and your baby. They have opin-
ions about how you should feed, be-
cause they want to help, but their ad-
vice may not be based on evidence 
and can set you back in your crucial 
early efforts to establish your supply.

So you turn to the internet, a 
sea of misinformation, predatory 
marketing, and overwhelming advice 
that does not apply to the unique 
dynamic of you and your baby. 
Well-meaning bloggers present 
personal experiences as universal 
truths. Forums are moderated by 

You may not be told, for example, 
that the first hour is critical(2). Instead, 
nurses may take your newborn aside 
for testing, unless you specifically 
ask in writing to be with them. They 
will be returned to you swaddled 
up, immediately restricting their re-
flexes to nurse. Some hospitals even 
charge for skin-to-skin contact, one 
of the most effective ways to begin 
a breastfeeding relationship(3)! You 
have to decide if you can afford for 
your own baby to be placed on your 
own chest.

You may not be told how compe-
tent your newborn is: that for healthy 
term newborns, breastfeeding is the 
one thing they’re already experts 
at(4), with multiple reflexes to en-
able a successful latch. Modern life 
has largely detached us from our in-
stincts, so you unwittingly tune out 
your body’s extraordinary postpar-
tum physiological choreography for 
instinctively initiating nursing. You 
may not be shown different posi-
tions, and certainly not the laid-back 
position which alone can fix many 
early breastfeeding hiccups(5). Or you 
might not be shown how to hand ex-
press, which is more effective than 
a pump for expressing colostrum if 
needed(6), and can replace pumping 
all together for light-use expressers 
(No cost! No sterilizing!). 

Photo from Canva



BANGKOK
SUPPORT
GROUPS

There are a range of support 
groups in Bangkok. Most are 
open to everyone, some ask 

for a small donation, and some 
require a reservation.

The groups listed here are run independently 
of BAMBI, except where otherwise noted.

This listing is provided for informational 
purposes only, and inclusion does not consti-
tute endorsement by BAMBI. Please contact 
the respective groups for more information.

SCAN NOW TO READ MORE
To find out more about some of these amazing support groups, please 
scan the QR code for more information. 
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When you are aware of it, you can 
make more informed decisions and 
advocate for what will help you and 
your baby. You can trust your in-
stincts, trust your newborn. And if 
you ever feel that you ‘failed’, you 
will understand that you have been 
failed. Together we need to put the 
pressure on the barriers in our way, 
instead of on moms.

Let’s know this, see it in action, and 
rebel against it. Let’s create a society 
that enables our families to breast-
feed and cheer them on.

hormones, and colleagues mutter 
about your ‘break privileges’. Your 
childcare doesn’t use paced bottle 
feeding, so your baby develops a 
bottle preference and loses interest 
in your breast(9). You wean to formula 
with a heavy heart, unable to explain 
to those who nod approvingly that 
you are grieving, that you need care.

To our fabulous breastfeeding fami-
lies, present, former and aspiring, 
this context is what I want you to 
know in Breastfeeding Awareness 
Month.
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Annie Seymour is a 
Certified Breastfeeding 
Specialist, working with 
families in Bangkok. 
She is currently studying towards 
an International Board Certified 
Lactation Consultant (IBCLC) cer-
tification. You can find her online 
at annieseymour.org, at the week-
ly breastfeeding support group 
Galactamoms in Saphan Kwai, or 
playing diggers with her two spec-
tacular young kids.

About the Author
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MEMBER PROFILE

MEET HIlDA ANITA
Chinese-Indonesian Hilda Anita reminisces on life back in Indonesia, but remains 
hopeful with her new life in Bangkok.

Can you tell us about where you’re 
from and life back home?
Hi! My name is Hilda. I’m of Chinese 
descent, but was born and raised in 
Indonesia. So I grew up within both 
Chinese and Indonesian cultures. In 
Indonesia, I was an accounting and fi-
nance manager. I loved my job which 
entailed working with numbers and 
analyzing financial statements dai-
ly. It was in Indonesia that I met my 
husband. After we got married, we 
moved to Japan for his work, and I 
began studying Japanese to be able 
to work there. When I unexpectedly 
got pregnant, I opted to focus on 
motherhood instead.

Can you tell us something about 
your career and work? What about 
your spouse?
Since moving to Thailand, I’ve of-
ficially become a full-time mom. My 
daily tasks include taking care of our 
kids, overseeing the household and 
cooking. My husband works in the tea 
and coffee industry, and his job has 
taken him all over the world. 

Please tell us a little about your 
family.
We are a family of four, with two 
little boys; Kaito, two years and 
Ryu- to, seven months. We also have 
two dogs; Kuma, 13 years old and 
Shiro, 12 years old. Since we have a 
multicultural background, we love to 
show how different and interesting 
each of our cultures are with the kids. 
They may be too young now to un-
derstand everything, but we are ex-
cited to keep our mixed traditions so 
that when they’re older, they can be 
proud to have grown up in a multicul-
tural family like ours.

When did you come to Thailand? 
What do you miss the most about 
your country?
We’ve lived in Bangkok since Octo-
ber 2020. Here, I find Thai food and 
Indonesian food to be very simi-

lar, and the ingredients needed to 
cook Indonesian meals can be easily 
sourced. There are even some Indo-
nesian food vendors who I can order 
from. Hence, I don’t miss my home 
country much.

Can you tell us a bit about your 
routine here in Bangkok?
I go to BAMBI playgroups, meet 
friends, and enjoy exploring popu-
lar restaurants with my husband with 
whom I share a common love for 
food. I also love to visit cafes, hotels, 
etc. to take pictures. I’m not an influ-
encer, but I love sharing my activities 
on my IG page: hildaanita.

What do you love most about Thai-
land? Which parts of Thailand have 
you traveled to, and which did you 
enjoy the most? 
The thing I love the most here is 
the food! It reminds me of home! 
The desserts are so similar that it 
makes me wonder who invented 
it first. So far I’ve only visited Hua 
Hin, Pattaya, and Khao Yai, as my 
husband is wary of taking airplanes 
during the current COVID situa-
tion. When the situation improves, 

I’d really like to visit Phuket, Koh 
Samui, and Chiang Mai. 

What were your main challenges 
when you first arrived?
I’d say the main challenge was to find 
and connect with people who have 
similar interests and children of a sim-
ilar age as mine. I almost thought it’d 
be impossible to find friends like that, 
but through BAMBI, I finally have the 
best friends that I’ve been wanting 
since having a baby.

How did you find out about BAMBI?
I found out about BAMBI on Google a 
few months after arriving in Bangkok. 

Are there any suggestions you can 
give to BAMBI’s new members 
here in Bangkok?
Don’t be afraid to share anything 
that’s been bothering you. Problems 
can be solved faster than if you just 
read terrifying or misleading articles 
online. Even though there is the pos-
sibility that you will not always find an 
answer, I feel that opening up eases 
one’s mind a lot. 
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BANK: TTB (TMB Thanachart Bank)
ACCOUNT NO.: 152 2 17807 6 

ACCOUNT NAME: CHILDBIRTH AND 
SWIFT CODE: TMBKTHBKXXX 

(as shown on ATM/online banking)

New membership fee: B| 1,400 | Renewing membership fee: B| 1,000 
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15% OFF 
BUMRUNGRAD

10% OFF 
BLUE PARROT

10% OFF 
LiTTLE GYM

15% OFF 
KiDDY-KiCKS

15% OFF 
ERGOBABY

10% OFF 
JUMPiNG CLAY

BAMBI MEMBER BENEFITS
Flash your BAMBI card and enjoy special discounts!*

Scan the QR code to find out more about what amazing
benefits and discounts are on offer for our BAMBI members.

These include discounts from the below organizations:
Johny Live, Niche Salon Bangkok, Jumping Clay, Little Pea, Musical Theater for Kids, Playville, Kid Able the Mall 
Ngamwongwan Language School, Banana Thai School, Little Legend, Plan Toys, Bangkok Dolphins, Kiddy Kicks, Little 
Gym, Swimming Bangkok, Antique Cafe and Cakes, Baby Bib Cafe, Blue Parrot, Hilton Sukhumvit Bangkok & Doubletree
by Hilton, Klong Phai Farm, Steps with Theera, Bumrungrad Hospital, J Clinic, Painaway Clinic, Iasnaia Maximo, Physio
Clinic, Bangkok International Dental Hospital, Bangkok Self Storage, Ayasan Service,  Kids Home and Family Services, 
Kiidu, Nick & Nishka Kids Concept Store, Ergobaby

 
*Terms & conditions apply on all BAMBI benefits & discounts.
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FEATURE

HOW 
BlINDNESS 
HElPS uS 
SEE

BAMBI’s own Jessica Haines sheds some light on her experience learning about 
the rare genetic disorder, Leber's Congenital Amaurosis, after her newborn was 
diagnosed with it. It hasn’t been easy, but she hopes to raise awareness to support 
others in similar situations.

By Jessica Haines

“He may be able to see shadows and 
possibly large objects, but your son is 
legally blind.” These were the words 
said to us by our pediatric ophthal-
mologist. 

At around three months old, I no-
ticed Harvey wasn’t tracking any 
light or objects with his eyes. I 
shared my concerns with a few 
close friends and family. However, 
many of them thought I was being 

irrational and some suggested that 
he might simply need glasses, but 
they were sure everything would 
be OK. A couple of weeks went by 
and I spent many nights shining my 
phone flashlight in his eyes, trying 
to get a reaction, but nothing im-
proved. That was when I decided to 
get a professional opinion. 

By that time, Harvey was four months 
old and we were about to jump into 

a whole new space we knew nothing 
about. We went through months of 
different tests, which were all just a 
heap of jumbled letters to us: MRI, 
ERG, VEP. It was such a horrible 
time. There we were, mid-pandemic 
with our beautiful newborn, no fam-
ily around, leaving our daughter at 
home, while we sat in various hospi-
tals, trying to find out what was go-
ing on with our baby. Never in my life 
had I Googled and cried so much. 
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Jessica is a mom of 
two from Australia. Her 
family moved to Bang-
kok two and a half 
years ago and they’ve fallen in 
love with the city. The hustle and 
bustle, and ever-changing nature 
of Bangkok is what she appreci-
ates the most! In her free time, 
she enjoys spending time with 
friends and family, shopping, and 
trying new restaurants. Jessica 
has been with BAMBI for just over 
a year now and works very hard in 
the media department.

About the Author

Genetic testing confirmed Harvey’s 
diagnosis of Leber's Congenital 
Amaurosis, more commonly known 
as LCA. LCA is a rare genetic eye 
disorder that can appear from birth 
through the first 12 months of life 
and is the most common form of 
inherited sight loss in children. LCA 
causes the deterioration of the cone 
and rod cells in the retina of your eye 
and most of the time, this is passed 
on because both parents carry the 
mutated gene (1).  Although children 
with LCA are diagnosed as legally 
blind, this description can be quite 
confusing, as the amount of vision 
loss a child has can vary from child to 
child. There are currently 27 differ-
ent gene mutations that have been 
found in LCA, and Harvey’s par-
ticular gene mutation—LCA - AIPL1 
(LCA4)—is super rare, affecting just 
one in every million babies (2).

The day we received Harvey’s 
diagnosis was one of the hardest days 
of my life. I couldn't understand how 
we were going to move forward, but 
we had to. We had to give this baby 
all we could and all he deserved. 
Looking back, I wish I could’ve told 
myself that everything would be OK, 
but at the time I don't think I would’ve 
believed it. I didn't understand how 
a ‘blind’ child would be able to enjoy 
life. However, Harvey continues to 
prove me wrong. He’s fearless, full 
of energy, and adventurous. He 
has a very busy weekly schedule 
including swimming, gymnastics, 
and playgroups. He will soon start 
nursery school! I never would’ve 
believed that my little blind baby 
could accomplish all of that. A book 
that helped me grasp Harvey’s 
potential is 'Thriving Blind'. It shares 
many experiences and successes 
of blind individuals. I read it in the 
early days and it made me hopeful 
for Harvey. Another help was Vision 
Australia, which is an amazing 
organization that has been providing 
us with professional guidance on 
anything Harvey has needed since 
day one.

Harvey has taught us so much, and 
we feel it’s our job as his parents 
to raise awareness about him and 
other visually impaired children, 
and show the world how much they 
CAN do. Following IG accounts  
like @Ourblindside, which features 
Ashton, who is also blind, has given 
us insight into what Harvey's future 
may look like. Like all disabilities, 
blindness exists on a spectrum. Be-
ing ‘blind’, to me, originally meant 
living in total darkness, unable to see 
anything. However, in Harvey’s case, 
we think he has enough vision to help 
him get around, though he isn't able 
to see details. He is and will always 
be legally blind. 

One of our biggest concerns with 
Harvey isn’t about how he will be in-
dependent; it’s more a worry about 
him being included. Inclusion is so 
important and we must educate and 
encourage our children to include 
others. Some children may do things 
differently, but it doesn't mean they 
can't do things. Education on inclu-
sion between parents and children is 

key, regardless of whether there is a 
child with a disability or not. One IG 
account we follow for this very rea-
son is @Ablecollective. This page 
highlights different disabilities and 
inclusion.

To do our part to aid with this educa-
tion, we decided to set up our own 
IG account to share more about Har-
vey’s journey and how capable he 
is! If you would like to check it out, 
please head to @theharveyway_.

Photos courtesy of author
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kING'S POP-uP PlAYGROuP
After a year-long anticipation, we finally hosted a very successful pop up playgroup at King’s College Inter-
national School Bangkok on the morning of 28 May 2022. The event was attended by 70 families who were 
eager to explore the indoor and outdoor free play stations set up in the brand new primary school. With lots of 
educational toys, arts and crafts activities and messy play, all parents and children were able to experience first 
hand what the primary school set up would be like. A sincere thanks to the team of King’s College International 
School Bangkok for your kind hospitality.
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www.littlemaplenursery.com   
www.facebook.com/littlemaplenurseryfanpage

A new concept of bilingual nursery (Thai/Eng) for 
your child development. Let‛s trial to prove ! 

“Your child learns faster than you think”“Your child learns faster than you think”

Sukhumvit branchSukhumvit branch : 26, Soi Thonglo 25, 
Sukhumvit 55 rd., BKK. Tel. 02-1850785, 085-3174317
Line ID : maplesukhumvit

Sathorn branchSathorn branch : 58, Soi Sathorn 9, 
South Sathorn rd., BKK Tel. 02-286-2772, 087-495-5490
Line ID : littlemaplenursery

for all nationality kids, aged 1-6 yrs old.
We provide Day care servicesWe provide Day care services

We are the bilingual nursery. Our curriculum is a 
thoughtfully designed program that provides 
developmentally appropriate experiences within a 
child-centered, comprehensive, and play-based approach. 

Order via
     Foo

dpanda
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kIS POP-uP PlAYGROuP
Finally, the popular Saturday pop up playgroup is back! I still cannot believe we managed to run our first pop 
up after a long period of closures. Congrats and sincere appreciation to the KIS International School Bangkok, 
Thailand team for hosting and putting in a lot of effort in providing great activities for the whole family. Kids 
were kept busy with lots of interesting outdoor water activity stations, engaging music and storytelling sessions 
led by KIS teachers. Thank you again to KIS International School Bangkok, Thailand for having us!
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By Michaela Reid

I

FEATURE

ART IN THE 
EARlY 
YEARS 
ClASSROOM

We’ve all seen it. The scribbled-on paper our children excitedly hand us after a day 
in school. To us, it's nothing more than a brown blob, but to them it’s much more. 
Michaela Reid, an early years educator, explains how beneficial these art projects are 
to the young mind.
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I remember being picked up by my 
mother on my first day of nursery and 
proudly handing over my first ever 
painting – a series of blue and yellow 
lines on an A3 page. I was extremely 
proud of my boat as it hung in my 
playroom for years to come, and I 
remember how my mother’s reac-
tion made me feel wonderful. Now, 
as an early years educator, I take 
great pleasure in seeing children take 
home their own little masterpieces. 
Whilst it is known that the role of art 
in the classroom is integral and some-
thing that we value greatly, how does 
it really support the development of 
our children? 

'A recent study found that the role 
of art in the classroom had a posi-
tive impact on the development 
of certain competencies such self-
awareness, self-management, social 
awareness, relationship skills and 
responsible decision making.'(1) This 
journey begins in the early years 
classroom and educators strive to 
enhance their amenities to provide 
children with as many opportuni-
ties to access art materials freely 
throughout the day. Here’s how art 
benefits our little ones:

Sparking curiosity: 
Children are naturally curious, and 
their desire for meaning can be fa-
cilitated through creating visual art. 
A successful creative area will have 
a huge range of resources such as 
paints, painting tools, paper, junk, 
etc., and children will be encouraged 
to explore these resources to imitate 
what they have observed in the world 
around them as they recreate their 
own realities.

Fine motor development:
As children grasp and manipulate 
tools, they begin to strengthen the 
muscles in their hands. These actions 
help develop children’s fine motor 
control, and as they do so, the qual-
ity of their art work becomes more 
refined and they gain speed in com-
pleting tasks. Fine motor skills are re-
quired for everyday tasks such as but-
toning clothes, unscrewing lids and 
turning book pages. Actively creating 
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artwork gives children ample oppor-
tunities to unknowingly build upon 
these skills in the classroom, all while 
having fun!

Cognitive development: including 
decision-making and calculated 
risk:
Engaging in art activities helps to 
develop children’s cognition – they 
learn cause and effect and classi-
fication of objects such as shapes, 
colors and symbols. Children’s abili-
ties to problem solve, memorize and 
visually analyze are also improved. 
Furthermore, children also develop 
concentration skills and the ability 
to persevere. Allowing children to  
access the art resources in a no-pres-
sure environment gives them the op-
portunity to explore freely and move 
at their own pace – the perfect way 
to learn!

Relationship skills and social devel-
opment:
As children begin to learn to collabo-
rate with one another, they partake in 
group initiatives to complete art proj-
ects. I often find children will naturally 
work together when junk modeling or 
creating larger pieces. Naturally, their 
communication skills develop as they 
articulate how to complete tasks and 
support each other. As an educator, 
it is wonderful to hear children offer 
words of support or compliment their 
peers. Children learn how to give 
feedback to their friends and offer 
opinions on final pieces.

Self-awareness and expression: 
Children are able to express their 
thoughts and feelings through visual 
art. Some younger children will mark-
make to create images which make 
sense to them. Mark-making refers to 
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the different lines, dots, patterns, tex-
tures, etc. we produce in an artwork(2). 
What may appear to be a scribble to 
us, can be a representation of some-
thing a child has experienced, for ex-
ample, a storm or a feeling. As chil-
dren develop their mark-making, their 
visual representations become clearer. 
Children enjoy drawing their family or 
memorable experiences like a trip on 
an airplane, or a birthday party. They 
begin to identify their family mem-
bers, friends and familiar characters in 
their representations. When mistakes 
are made or outcomes do not go as 
planned, children learn how to regu-
late themselves emotionally and con-
tinue to persevere. 

Photos from Bangkok Prep
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By Ian TaylorFEATURE

CAMERA lENS: 
THE ‘NIFTY FIFTY’

In part four of this photography series, professional photographer, Ian Taylor, covers 
the importance of having a specific lens to capture pictures of your kids, because 
what you see is what you get.

one focal length, you learn to auto-
matically judge how far you need to 
be from the subject to get the com-
position you’re after; you ‘zoom with 
your feet', physically changing the 
distance between yourself and the 
subject in order to best capture it. 

What frustrates many people when 
starting out is getting results that 
aren’t sharply focused. While tech-
nique is key, the cheap lenses that 
come as a kit with consumer camer-
as aren’t up to the task of effectively 
capturing the beauty and wonder 
that is kids photography.

After the focal length (e.g., 50mm), 
there is one other number you need 
to pay attention to with lenses: the 
maximum aperture setting. Aper-
ture is the opening in the lens that 
light travels through. Cheap zoom 
lenses are often f4.5, where ideally 
you need one with a larger aperture, 
such as f1.8. 

Just remember:
- A smaller number means a larger 
aperture, and a larger number means 
a smaller aperture.

- An f1.8 lens zoom is ‘fast’; an f4.5 
lens zoom is ‘slow’. (Tip: use this 
terminology at camera stores to en-
gage with staff to ensure you’re get-
ting the best deal from them.)

When you ‘open up’ your lens to 
f1.8, two things happen. Firstly, you 
force a higher shutter speed. Many 
kids only stop moving when they are 
asleep, so you need to ‘freeze’ them 
with high shutter speeds (for exam-
ple, 1/500 of a second). 

The other effect of a ‘wide open’ lens 
is the shallow ‘depth of field’ that so 
many professional photographers 
use as their go-to look (of which I 
am guilty as charged!) In these pho-
tos, the subject’s eyes are in focus 
but everything else is blurred; the 
distractions are gone. The result is 
an almost three-dimensional sub-
ject with painterly backgrounds. The 
shot becomes all about your subject, 
not the surroundings.

Another top tip is to make your 
camera an accessory; have a ‘walk-
around lens’. Don’t worry about a 
bag, just throw your camera with the 

With any day-to-day creative pursuit, 
equipment isn’t the most important 
factor to consider. This is especially 
true for photography. There is sim-
ply no need to spend thousands to 
get professional results. These days, 
digital cameras are more or less the 
same; they’re computers with optics. 
A ten-year-old camera is more than 
enough for what most of us need. 
That said, there is one bit of your 
camera kit that can immediately af-
fect your images: the lens. 

Don’t get caught up in the endless 
cycle of buying expensive lenses. 
What you should consider is one 
‘prime’ lens. A ‘prime’ is a fixed-fo-
cal-length lens. It doesn’t zoom. You 
look through it, and that’s what you 
get. While there are a variety of focal 
lengths for lenses, many photogra-
phers will recommend that you start 
with a 50mm, or the ‘nifty fifty’ as 
it’s called. For most brands, a 50mm 
f1.8 costs around US$125 (about  
B| 4,500).

A 50mm lens sees the world almost 
exactly as the human eye does: not 
wide or zoomed. By working with 
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Kids’ is available at iantaylor.ca. 
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50mm over your shoulder and wear 
it. (The 50/1.8 lens is tiny and light-
weight.) With your camera within 
arm’s reach, you’ll be surprised at 
the number of photo opportunities 
that are hiding in plain sight.

When it comes to upping your pho-
tography game, there arguably isn’t 
a better inexpensive improvement 
you can make to your photo gear 
than to consider the lens you’re us-
ing. More importantly, a better lens 

might inspire you to get out there 
and shoot, and that’s the entire point 
of this series.

Photos courtesy of Ian Taylor 
Photography.

Photo #1: 50mm, f2.5, 1/40Photo #2: 50mm, f2.2, 1/500

Photo #3: 50mm, f2, 1/160



By Emma Lawrence

P

FEATURE

PuMPED FOR 
PIlATES

Focussing on women’s health, Emma Lawrence practices and teaches Pilates daily, 
and shares how you can strengthen your core and overall well-being using focused 
movements and controlled breathing.
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Pilates is a series of calisthenics, devel-
oped by Joseph Pilates and his wife, 
Clara, from the mid 1920s onwards. 
Joseph shared his movement craft 
with everyone from fellow inmates to 
New York’s police force. He began a 
teaching career that spanned his life-
time. Elements of strength, control 
and precision were key in Pilates. Pi-
lates, or contrology, to Joseph was a 
refusal to accept the poor bone and 
respiratory health of his early years 
and it earned him a long, active life 
and an amazing legacy(1).

His methods and philosophy remain 
relevant: our lives are fast and chaotic 
with mind-body disconnect being the 
norm. As a sedentary society, it’s a 
fact that our spines pay the price.  In 
pre-COVID-19 times, back pain was 
statistically the second highest cause 
of workplace absenteeism in the UK(2).

Why Pilates? The man himself said, 
“Change happens through move-
ment and movement heals”(3). As a 
women’s health physiotherapist, pre-
scribing rehabilitation exercises, I’ll 
always find what the patient needs 
somewhere in the basic 34 mat-work 
moves of Pilates.

I practice the Australian Physio-
therapy and Pilates Institute (APPI)  

method of Pilates, modified for inclu-
sion, meaning anyone can learn to do 
it. Strength work happens in a neu-
tral spine position for back protection 
and functional strength. It suits those 
with pain, those recovering from birth 
or surgery, and those who infrequent-
ly exercise, all of whom often present 
with poor quality movement and pro-
gressive body changes.

At points relative to her reproduc-
tive life, a woman’s optimal physical 
and mental well-being are disturbed. 
Bodies that transform in pregnancy 
rarely ‘spring back’ to their previously 
aligned forms. Consumed with the 
task at hand, awareness for healthy 
body restoration is stifled and pos-
ture control drifts away(4). Misalign-
ment and discomfort are ignored un-
til the pain demands attention.

Have you ever tried a class? It may 
be unlike any workout you’ve done 
before. Focus on the cues of the in-
structor and be aware of the physi-
cal sensations and placement of the 
body as you work. Tuning the core 
forms the foundation of body control, 
as gentle but persistent maintenance 
of a neutral spine is partnered with 
precise repetition of movement to 
give an optimal full body strengthen-
ing effect.

In its design, four main muscle sets or 
‘slings’ are targeted and performance 
in various positions boosts support of 
major joints. Common visualizations 
make it easier to understand the re-
lationship between body parts and 
aid correct performance. For exam-
ple, a pelvis, or ‘water bowl’, is kept 
level beneath the ribcage opening or 
‘hanging bell’.

After body positioning, using light 
lower core activity or centering 
further aids control and is seen in 
the abdominal area. Remember 
to never grip, lock or bulge this 
soft tissue area. These actions 
signal overpowering of the ‘outer’ 
core and remove inner core 
involvement. Repetition of this 
exercise further commits sound 
response patterns to the nervous 
system which, in time, produces an 
optimal automatic reaction of the 
body for all movements.

You’ll continue through sessions 
where certain maneuvers feel incor-
rect, until you notice an awareness 
that wasn’t apparent before. Joseph 
is often quoted as saying: “You will 
feel better in ten sessions, look bet-
ter in twenty and have a completely 
new body in thirty”(5). This evolution 
in movement control will prevent you 
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from just ‘pushing through’ when that 
first ripple of discomfort appears.

Joseph Pilates applied his move-
ment practice as a form of stress re-
lief, which in part, can be linked to 
breathing awareness, as practiced 
throughout his work. Controlled anxi-
ety, improved pelvic floor flexibility, 
and decreased blood pressure are a 
few things attributed to a conscious 
breathing practice. At the heart of 
Pilates, you’ll find breathing control: 
the ribcage is exercised to maximal 
expansion during warm-up; both to 
oxygenate the body and mobilize any 
unhealthy gripping of the core. Dur-
ing the main exercises, when limbs 
move away from the body, the move-
ment is accompanied with an exhala-
tion, to enable automatic inner core 
activation, and then inhalation when 

the limbs return to the start position. 
Breath holding, a subconscious pat-
tern seen during strength training, is 
therefore avoided.

This piece was written to present 
a case for learning Pilates as an ap-
proach to holistically boosting health. 
Personally, I benefit from my practice 
daily. Testimony of its value is appar-
ent when I take a break from it; my 
body starts to feel less supported and 
I feel weaker!

Sharing my practice with others has 
enabled women with soft tissue 
weakness after birth to return to their 
sports, individuals post operatively 
to regain confidence and comfort 
in their movement, and for many to 
wake up rejuvenated, and start to 
comprehend their own bodies.

As a takeaway message for mothers 
everywhere I recommend the follow-
ing advice:
• choose an exercise that fosters 

gentle body alignment awareness
• learn to practice breathing control
• lose the habit of sucking in the 

abdominal muscles, as this can 
weaken the pelvic floor muscles

I hope these words present the effi-
cacy and authenticity of the concept, 
sparks some curiosity in Pilates and 
inspires you to get to know yourself 
through movement a little better. 

Photos from Canva
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BAMBI is managed by an elected committee of volunteers and all BAMBI members are encouraged to volunteer. 
Vacancies can be found on the Call for Volunteers page in this magazine and are posted online; you are welcome to 
contact vicechairwoman@bambiweb.org with inquiries.
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